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Moving Pictures
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A snapshot of spatiotemporal
spiral chaos
As an example of complex spatiotemporal
behaviour in natural patterns, a small sec
tion of a snapshot shadowgraph picture of
Rayleigh-Benard convection in a gas SF6
near its gas-liquid critical point is shown
right. Due to closeness to the critical point
the convection occurs in a very thin layer
of the fluid (130 pm) that allows the exper
iment to exhibit an enormous ratio
between the horizontal and vertical sizes
in the convection cell.This ratio turns out
to be a crucial parameter In pattern selec
tion and stability.Thanks to the large cell
aspect ratio, a new type of spatiotemporal
disordered state, coined spiral chaos, has

recently been experimentally discovered.
Moreover, it was found in regions of the sta
bility diagram, where a roll pattern was theo
retically predicted to be stable.
The image here was obtained by the shad
owgraph technique which allows us to visual
ize a horizontal variation in the field of refrac
tive index resulting from the convection flow.

The pattern clearly demonstrates the pres
ence of various topological defects in the
structure, such as dislocations, grain
boundaries, spirals and targets.These
defects and their dynamics are building
blocks of pattern complexity, and deter
mine the spatiotemporal chaotic behaviour
of the system.
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tiotemporally chaotic systems by means
of computer simulations of a model sys
tem, the Vector Complex GinzburgLandau equation (see box opposite). The
model describes generic features of the
dynamics of vector fields when they are
close to instabilities leading to nonlinear
temporal oscillations. A physical example
of such a situation is the onset of laser
emission. The oscillating vector field is
in this case the electric field inside a
laser resonator.
Counter propagating thermal waves in
convecting mixtures of fluids and the
wave-function of two-component BoseEinstein condensates are other systems
described by this or related equations.
Two broken symmetries are present in
this class of problems. The appearance of
oscillations breaks time-translation
invariance, and the direction in which
the vector field oscillates breaks rota
tional symmetry. As a consequence, a
natural order parameter characterizing
the broken symmetries is a vector com
plex field. At any given point, the phase,
modulus, and orientation of the complex
vector would give, respectively, the
phase, amplitude, and direction of the
oscillation. In nonlinear optics and
lasers, the time-dependent vector orien
tation gives the polarization of light and
coupling between different spatial points
is provided by the phenomenon of dif
fraction. Here, we will only consider the
situations of a two-component vector
field extended in one- and two-dimen
sional oscillating media.
One type of behaviour found in the
one-dimensional case is shown in figures
ta and lb. At each coordinate of space
and time the amplitudes of oscillation of
the two independent components of the
order parameter have been represented
by different colours. Red pulses of strong
oscillation and blue holes where the
oscillation is nearly absent evolve in an
intertwined spatiotemporally chaotic
network. Remarkably enough, there are
portions of the pictures in which the
colour is rather homogeneous, identify
ing space-time regions of nearly periodic
and smooth oscillation. This coexistence
of ordered states with bursts of strongly
chaotic behaviour has been named spa
tiotemporal intermittency, a term bor
rowed from fluid dynamics. The phe
nomenon is a quite common kind of
spatiotemporal chaos and appears in a
variety of models including partial dif
ferential equations, coupled maps, and
cellular automata.

Fig Ba

Fig 3Afield configuration
containing different kinds
of vector topological
defects for an oscillating
medium in two spatial
dimensions. Shown are
one of the amplitudes
Fig Baand the sum of the
two phases Fig Bb at a
particular time
An interesting peculiarity of a vector
order parameter is that the two compo
nents of the vector field can be interpreted
as two chaotic locally coupled fields. This
is a natural set-up with which to study
phenomena related to the synchronization
of chaotic oscillators, an area presently
under intense study. The correlated behav
iour of the two chaotic fields is manifest in
figures 1a and lb: red pulses in one of the
components are associated with blue puls

Fig 3b
es in the other, and vice versa.
Changes of symmetry strongly influ
ence the dynamics of spatiotemporally
chaotic systems, as in many other physi
cal contexts. Figures 2a and 2b show the
amplitudes of two components of the
order parameter when rotational sym
metry has been explicitly broken by
adding an extra term to the equations.
Non-chaotic regions become much larger
and the elementary constituents of the
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chaotic bursts are isolated and clearly
seen as localized particle-like objects. In
optical applications the symmetry break
ing term is related to birefringence of
the medium, and the localized structures
are pulses of light in a polarization state
orthogonal to that of the background.
The existence of pulse-like objects and
other localized structures is common in
spatially extended nonlinear media. They
are the precursors of the topological
defects that appear in higher dimen
sions. Their interactions, including split
ting and annihilation, frequently contain
clues for the understanding of spatiotemporally chaotic states.
Fields extended in two dimensions
present qualitatively new features. The
most important ones arise from topolog
ical restrictions. Figure 3a shows the
modulus of one of the components of the
order parameter, in a snapshot taken at a
particular time. It is clear that the field is
organized in domains of rather homoge
neous oscillation states. Each domain
however contains a dot, which is a point
at which the oscillation amplitude van
ishes. Other dots are also present at

domain walls. Inspection of the phase
(figure 3b—shown here is the sum of the
two phases associated with the two com
ponents) reveals that these dots are dif
ferent kinds of topological defects, since
they are phase singularities. The defects
inside domains are singularities in the
two components of the vector field
simultaneously. In the phase representa
tion they appear either as two-armed
spirals or as targets. Defects confined to
the domain walls are singularities of one
of the two components of the vector field
and they appear as truncated simple spi
rals. The singular character of the
defects is clearly seen, for example, at the
centre of the two-armed phase spirals,
where different phase values character
ized by different colours meet. The oscil
lation phase is thus ill-defined and this is
the reason why the oscillation amplitude
vanishes there. Based on the values of
the two independent phases in a closed
path around the defects, two kinds of
topological charges can be assigned to
each of them, thereby giving a classifica
tion of these defects. Topological con
straints enforce charge conservation

The Vector Complex Ginzburg-Landau Equation
(VCGLE)

rules that greatly influence the dynamics.
Such field configurations as the one
shown in figure 3a can freeze in a glassy
state with slow dynamics or follow a spatiotemporally chaotic evolution. In any
case, dynamics is essentially governed by
the interactions of the topological
defects that behave as particle-like
objects.
Defects, pulses, spiral waves, and intermittency are beautiful phenomena
appearing in a variety of situations.
Frequently they provide basic units with
which more complex behaviour is built
up. Their systematic study within simpli
fied models as the one considered here
or in specifically designed experiments is
a needed step for the general under
standing of spatiotemporally chaotic
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